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Big science labs are at the forefront of
scientific and technological development and knowledge
We interview Miroslav Pavleski, VP Scientific Domain at Cosylab, who shares his insights on the evolutions in
software projects in science, about technology trends such as microTCA and looks into the future, what role labs
can take in a fast moving technological world.

Control Sheet: : Hi Miki, how long
have you been with Cosylab? And tell
us a bit about what you did before.

changing and if so, in which direction
and what are the consequences?

Miroslav (Miki): In the New Year it
will be 6 years. Just before I joined I
worked in an e-business company
that made products for paperless
businesses: digital signature solutions,
electronic archives, electronic invoicing etc. I was also involved part-time
in European funded research projects
in the field, for example we developed
a generic system for smart contracts.
During my student years and right after graduation, I was an independent
consultant, working on and managing various engineering projects in
different fields: from custom industrial
automation product development,
bare-bones programming of DSPs
and microcontrollers, high level programming, accounting software, penetration testing and data recovery … a
broad technical range.
Control Sheet: What is your academic background and are you applying it
in your professional life?
Miki:I have a Masters equivalent from
the Electrical Engineering Faculty in
Skopje, Macedonia. The study program

Miroslav Pavleski

was computer engineering, automation and informatics: a wide ranging
theoretical foundation of which I’m
grateful. Looking back, I’m happy that
luck brought me to Cosylab, because
I could apply the whole breadth of
that program: we do control systems,
hence automation, it also involves a
lot of software and electronics … the
whole shebang 
Control Sheet: And now you’re Cosylab’s VP Scientific Domain. So you’re
well placed to share your opinion on
where this market for control systems
for large scientific projects is heading?
Is the nature of projects in Big Science

Miki: The projects of our customers in
Big Science are always highly technical
and complex. And at the same time
we’re seeing an exponential growth
in innovation in all technology fields,
world-wide. That means there are developments in (seemingly) unrelated
fields that, if applied, can bring great
value for the projects, in various ways:
performance, efficiency, reliability.
The things I am referring to are things
like Industry 4.0, Machine learning, IoT,
LPWAN and indeed a lot of innovation in the software engineering process and tools used. The more one is
aware of all the developments, the
better the solution you can pull together. It is quite challenging though
to do that, to swipe through the entire
field. At Cosylab my goal is therefore
to ensure and to stimulate a culture of
continuous learning and innovation. A
big part of this is sharing the knowledge an individual engineer acquires
through regular technical lectures,
technical articles and to raise awareness of interesting new methodologies and technologies. That makes our
engineers more versatile to apply the
best solutions on the projects they
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work on.
We are also really well positioned to
have this kind of wide sweep because
we are involved with a lot of heterogeneous projects.
To wrap up: in order to keep up with
the global innovation pace we have
built a culture of continuous learning
and we try to maximize the sharing
of knowledge between the different
projects we work on.
Control Sheet: So we act as a kind of
filter in this stream of novelties?
Miki: Yes, kind of. Since we cover a
wide field: accelerators, astronomy,
fusion energy, particle therapy, new
energy (e.g. solar) and also industry,
we have an opportunity to encounter and work on different problems. It
is important to share the knowledge
and apply it across all the projects.
Control Sheet: Is the work, the kind
of projects, Cosylab is doing also
changing?
Miki: There’s a kind of flywheel effect: we do bigger projects, allowing
us to grow, making us capable of taking on bigger projects, etc. So yes, the
main change is we can take up more
system responsibility for larger project. With this comes know-how and
internal processes to accommodate
this. To put some numbers to it: we
can take system responsibility for say
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a 30 FTE project and create the organizational structure, and provide the
right experts and resources to execute
them. Keep in mind that 30 engineers
is around the size of a Control group
for a medium to large project.
Control Sheet: MicroTCA has been
“talk of the town”. Can you tell us, what
is the value, benefits, potential for big
science?
Miki: mTCA was conceived to have a
wider audience in the beginning, but
what happened in practice is that it is
thriving in the field of big physics. It is
the future proof form factor to choose
for new development, wherever fast
acquisition and/or control is needed.
For accelerators, we see its use in places where custom beam diagnostics
is being developed or for example in
LLRF systems.
The keyword here is “custom”. What
we already have at Cosylab is the right
building blocks ready to offer the labs
as a solution they can build their custom system on top of. We have this
since we did several such successful
custom systems and we identified
that large part of those is common.
We use specific technology that enables this reuse, such as Nominal Device Support (NDS3).
The point of customization would be
for example the specific FPGA signal
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processing and also on the host level,
the specific interface to the distributed control system such as EPICS/
Tango/FESA and the HMIs. All the rest
can be integrated by us.
Control Sheet: To conclude, how
does Big science with its accelerators,
large telescope, alternative energy
projects affect society, besides fundamental research? Will they save the
world? 
Miki: This is my personal opinion: our
customers, accelerators and other
big science labs are at the forefront
of scientific and technological development and knowledge. Doing both
fundamental and applied research
they naturally have the horizon further into the future, far beyond, to be
blunt, quarter-to-quarter targets that
businesses have. So we need both:
shorter term focused, highly competitive and efficient business and markets and, also very important, longer
term research oriented scientific projects. Because, in practice our customers are the ones pioneering the new
knowledge that will help humanity
with the growing challenges we will
be facing. I’d rather see more of such
projects then less, for our future’s sake!
Control Sheet: Miki, thank you for
your time!
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Generic High Speed DAQ
Urša Rojec (Cosylab)

Our ready-to-prototype generic high speed DAQ solution is based on experience with different diagnostic and
low-level control devices that we have integrated throughout the years. The digitizer part of these applications such
as acquisition setup, clock routing, data transfer from the board to the computer, displaying signals on HMIs, etc.
is not in the domain or of interest to beam diagnostics or RF physicists. From a physicist’s point of view, the most
important part of the application is the analogue front-end and signal processing of acquired ADC data which is
specific to each application. These two can often be specific to the machine and can vary from institute to institute,
which is why off-the-shelf solutions might not be adequate.
The system avoids ‘reinventing the wheel’ for every device that is based on a digitizer board, to avoid separate development of common parts and to provide a generic interface for devices throughout the accelerator.

Introduction
Diagnostic devices such as BPMs,
BCMs and low-level controls, for example LLRF, can all be generally considered to be digitizer boards with
some custom FPGA processing and
specific analogue front-ends. Their
underlying functionality is the same
- gather some signals, process them
and sometimes provide an output.
All these applications thus require generic DAQ functionality, while each of
them adds signal processing specific
to the application.
As Miroslav Pavleski mentioned in the
previous article, we have observed
these patterns in different projects
and this has inspired a generic solution.
The key properties of the solution are:
◊ Out of the box support of generic
digitizer functionality (firmware, driver,
library, screens)
◊ Ability to extend the FPGA core with
application-specific code
◊ Control system framework independent library allowing easy integration
into any framework

◊ Option for an application-specific analogue front-end due to the concept
of rear transition modules (RTMs) in
MTCA.4 standard

The system allows for immediate
prototyping. Even if the user is not a
software engineer, the setup provides
basic building blocks that can be used
to facilitate an iterative development
procedure of physics-related algorithms without requiring daily services
from control specialists.
If the user does not have FPGA programming experience, initial prototyping can simply be done by using
the provided library and HMI screens.
Data from ADCs can be stored (either
in text files or on a central archiving
service) and fee to application-specific
algorithms for processing off-line (for
example in Matlab). Once the algorithms have been finalized, they can
be moved to the FPGA for real-time
processing of data.
The (custom algorithm) development process thus becomes more
‘infrastructure’ (hardware, software)
independent, allowing physicists to
develop independently of the control

system group, with tools they know
well (Matlab for example). The software/firmware architecture keeps the
main processing core the same for all
the applications. This reduces development and maintenance costs and
the number of different hardware that
need to be kept in stock.
The common core for digitizer-related
functionality is not the only aspect of
these devices that can be generalized.
Extra common interfaces, such as MPS,
can be identified and added later.

Architecture
Starting bottom up (from hardware),
we first have the firmware that provides support for generic digitizer
functionality and leaves enough room
for custom signal processing applications. The custom part can be added
in addition to the digitizer functionality, keeping the basic core common
for all applications. The interface exposed by the firmware is a register
map that can be extended with custom, application-specific, registers.
One level above the firmware is the
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lowest software component – the
kernel module. Kernel module implements DMA functionality, access to
device registers, interrupt handling,
etc. All the functionality of the module is more or less generic PCI Express
communication and does not include
DAQ-specific functionality. This keeps
the complexity of the module to a
minimum - the module itself is not
foreseen to change even when custom code is added to the FPGA. By
using the same kernel module in all
the applications, we make sure that
the code running in the kernel is well
tested and stable.
The most complex part of the software
stack is the user-space library which is
written in C. The library exposes all the
functionality supported by the board.
Its main purpose is to provide a userfriendly API that hides the actual register map and exposes the board from a
more functional point of view; for example, exposing a ‘select clock source’
function, instead of calling a 32-bit
register written directly to the board.
By pushing all the complexity to the C
library, we achieve two things:
1. The kernel module can stay the
same for all the applications.
This allows for a well-tested code running in the kernel, where bugs are
typically hard to find and cause more
inconveniences than in user-space.

Control Sheet
2. The board can be easily integrated
into any control system framework.
Since the main functionality is included in the library, the CS specific applications only need to provide a link
between the library and CS.

When application specific processing
is added to the FPGA, the library can
be extended to provide access to the
existing functionality.

Conclusion
The idea of a generic FPGA core for
several devices is not new, but the
MTCA.4 standard offers more flexibility due to the concept of rear transition modules (RTMs). By using RTMs,
the same digitizer board can serve
several applications by having a customized analogue front-end. This also
simplifies having items on stock, since
the board can be turned into a BPM,
BCM, etc. by simply flashing the correct firmware.
The solution aims to minimize the
time spent on integration of the board
and provide a ‘ready to prototype’ base
system with supported generic DAQ
functionality and a possibility to add
custom signal processing cores to the
FPGA.
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Urša Rojec started working at Cosylab as a student in
2011. Her background is in Physics. Major projects she
worked were the European Spallation Source in Lund,
Sweden, where she worked in the ICS Division as part of
the hardware and integration group on control system
integration (into EPICS) of Low Level RF and Diagnostics.
Recently she worked on the beamline control system for
a Proton Therapy project. In her free time she enjoys skiing.
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Cherenkov
Telescope Array
Central Control
Prototype
Sunil Sah (Cosylab), Dejan Dežman (Cosylab), David Melkumyan (Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron,
DESY), Igor Oya (Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron, DESY)

In this article, we introduce the Cherenkov Telescope Array Observation Execution System. More specifically, we describe the
design of the Central Control subsystem and its scripting environment where Cosylab collaborated with DESY on a prototype
development.

Introduction
The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA)
[1] is the next generation groundbased observatory for gamma-ray astronomy at very-high energies (energies above 20 GeV). CTA will consist of
two large arrays, located in the northern and southern hemispheres, in La
Palma and Paranal in Chile, respectively, incorporating a total of more than
100 Cherenkov telescopes (Figure 1.).
CTA will combine telescopes of different designs in addition to a large
number of scientific instruments to
support a wide range of observation
modes (convergent, divergent, target
of opportunity, ...).

The Observation Execution System
(OES) [2, 3] provides the means to execute observations and to handle the
acquisition of scientific data in CTA.
It communicates with the telescopes
and other devices such as lidars. The
Central Control (CC) subsystem is a
core element in the OES system. It
implements the execution of observations that are requested by the observation scheduling subsystem.
CTA is currently in the pre-construction phase. During this phase, the construction of the first on-site telescope
is planned for 2018 and the beginning
of observatory operations for 2021.

In the scope of CTA, the CC subsystem must handle running multiple
operations on various telescope sets
– named sub-arrays – simultaneously. The CC has to react on timescales
of a few seconds to changes to the
schedule, which may imply merging
or splitting running sub-arrays. The CC
subsystems must support the modification and addition of new operation
modes – that can imply observation
modes or technical array operations
– according to the needs of the scientific program requested by the CTA
users.

Execution of
Observation in the OES
In the OES, the CC receives the observation requests from the Short-term
Scheduler subsystem (Scheduler).
The Scheduler is responsible for supplying a schedule for running a set of
observations requested by the users
(this set is called a “scheduling block”),
making sure no telescopes or other resources are overbooked and that the
telescopes are allocated in such a way
that the acquisition of good quality
data is maximized.

Figure 1: Planned telescopes for CTA (Graphics: CTA consortium)

When a scheduling block is submitted
to the CC, the latter first parses the request and communicates with the Re-
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Central Control Design
The CC consists of three types of ACS
components:
◊ Array Supervisor: the main CC component, that supervises all the running
observations at a given time (written
in Java)
◊ Subarray Supervisor: handles running
one observation, using a sub-array of
telescopes (written in Java)
◊ Subarray Sequencer: handles the execution of an observation mode for
an observation segment (written in
Python)

The design of the CC is shown in Figure 3.
Array Supervisor
Figure 2: Part of OES prototype architecture showing observation execution

source Manager subsystem to reserve
as many telescopes as possible for the
requested operation. The Resource
Manager provides administrative services concerning various resources
such as telescopes, computing nodes,
and software components. In particular, it manages the basic availability of
telescopes - on any change of telescope availability the Resource Manager informs the Scheduler which will
cause the Scheduler to submit a new
request to the CC. The CC executes
the observation by sending the corresponding commands to the telescopes to position themselves and to
start data acquisition, and to the Data
Handling subsystem to prepare to receive, filter, compress and store the
telescope camera data.

Software framework (ACS) [3] and are
written in Java/Python/C++, while the
operator screens and other clients of
the UI backend are (partially) independent of the ACS and are Python based.
The architecture of the prototype subsystems is shown in Figure 2. Cosylab
participated in the implementation of
the CC subsystem and the UI backend.

The CC then monitors the observation
progress and provides this information to a user interface (UI) backend,
which is responsible for storing and
distributing this data through the web
interface to operator screens located
in the control room near the telescope
array.
The CC and the other OES subsystems
are based on the ALMA Common

Figure 3: Prototype design of CC

The Array Supervisor exists only one
per site. It receives the scheduling
blocks from the Scheduler and parses
them. Each scheduling block contains
the expected and minimal resources
needed for successful observation, for
example, the minimal number of telescopes to achieve sufficient data quality. The Array Supervisor requests the
Resource Manager to reserve those
particular resources.
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For each arriving scheduling block,
the Array Supervisor dynamically instantiates as needed any Subarray Supervisor components and passes a list
of telescopes (sub-array of telescopes)
and the scheduling block to them.
These components then run in parallel, with each handling their own observation on a sub-array of telescopes.
The Array Supervisor periodically
polls the status information from all
Subarray Supervisors and provides it
through a single interface available to
its client subsystems (the UI and the
Scheduler). It also serves as a shortterm store for this information so that
it can be queried after the observations have ended and corresponding
Subarray Supervisors no longer exists.

Control Sheet
Subarray Supervisor
The Subarray Supervisor handles the
execution of one scheduling block.
Each scheduling block can consist
of multiple observation segments,
named observation blocks of different observation parameters (e.g. coordinates). For each of the observation blocks, the Subarray Supervisor
creates corresponding Subarray Sequencers whose duty is to execute the
observation blocks.
Before starting the observation, the
Subarray Supervisor connects to the
Data Handling subsystem and possibly other resources to prepare them
for the imminent operations. During
the observation, it checks the real-
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time external factors that might affect
the observation, for example worsening weather conditions, and stops the
observation if necessary. The sets of
conditions to check can be easily extended by a plugin-based infrastructure.
Subarray Sequencer
The Subarray Sequencer executes
an observation block by passing the
observation parameters and the subarray of telescopes to a prepared
script that corresponds to the operation mode requested in the observation block and running the script. The
script then submits a sequence of
commands to the telescopes, the Data
Handling subsystem, or other resources. The scripts are written in Python.

Script Environment
As an aid to writing operation scripts
for the various known and future observation modes, a script environment
was developed. It simplifies the script
code by specifying a standard way of
structuring the scripts and provides
ways to test it.

Figure 4: Example of SubarraySequencer script

As most observation operations follow a standard set of phases (telescope camera configuration, slewing
of telescopes, data acquisition, …),
the script environment allows the
script to be defined in terms of phases
and the conditions of completing the
phase and moving to the next one,
or running phases in parallel to reduce configuration time and increase
data acquisition time. It supports the
definition of commands for common
operations shared between various
operation modes and provides a convenient access to the telescope and
other resources used by the script by
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importing those definitions automatically. An example of a script is shown
in Figure 4.
To simplify testing of the scripts, the
script environment provides the Subarray Sequencer Runner terminal application to execute the scripts without requiring to run an ACS system
instance with the CC subsystem and
telescopes instantiated. The operation
mode, parameters and resources are
provided via a JSON configuration file,
and when the script issues commands
to the telescopes and other resources,
predefined simulators/mocks of those
resources are used instead. The observation state and status of simulators
during the script execution is logged
and displayed in the terminal. The
setup for running Subarray Sequencer
Runner is shown in Figure 5.
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Conclusion
The current implementation state of
the CC subsystem prototype consists
of a proof of concept for the system’s
main features. Future efforts will be
focused on validating and refining
the script execution environment by
implementing scripts for the full set
of CTA operation modes, and on performance and stability tests for the
CC.
Possible additional features are the
introduction of a repository of operation scripts that handles user submitted scripts and automated tests
of scripts, implementation of access
control and redundancy of the CC
and other ACS components, and
support for life-cycle management
of components.

REFERENCES
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Figure 5: Design of Subarray Sequencer Runner
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Cosylab Switzerland’s Alexander Aulin Söderqvist, Tom Slejko and
Tomaž Šuštar outside their new office at the Park Innovare Innovation
center next door to PSI.

Do you like our Picture Board so much that you can’t wait for the next
issue? :-) We invite you to Like us on Facebook and see regular updates on what’s cooking at Cosylab in your feed!

So, what’s Rok Stefanič’s 3D
printer “cooking” now?

Oh, it’s for the Cosylab
Christmas Tree! :-)
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